
Special Restored Republic via a GCR Report as of Wed. 25 May 2022 

Compiled by Judy Byington, MSW, LCSW, Therapist ret, Journalist, Author: “Twenty Two 

Faces: inside the extraordinary life of Jenny Hill and her twenty two multiple personalities.” 

 

Our Whole Lives We have been Mind Controlled under Project Mockingbird & Paperclip 

The music was about to stop. 

The Greatest Wealth Transfer in History 

Dan Peña 

https://youtu.be/AKvTnpYhfm4 

 

“Timeless Tales” 

February 6, 2022- #4821 Music & the Spoken Word (thetabernaclechoir.org) 

Hans Christian Andersen was the only child of a poor shoemaker who rose from poverty to the 

top of European society through talent and tenacity. His most enduring contribution to the world 

of literature was fairy tales. His own life was anything but a fairy tale and included plenty of 

heartache and trouble, though he affirmed, “Life itself is a wonderful poetic tale. An invisible 

and loving hand directs the whole of it. It was not blind chance which helped me on my way, but 

that of an invisible and fatherly heart that beat for me. The history of my life will say to the world 

what it says to me – There is a loving God who directs all things for the best.”  

That is not a fairy tale. It is a timeless truth for us all. 

Judy Note:  

 One Billion People At Risk Of Power Blackouts As Global Grids Stretched: 

https://www.zerohedge.com/commodities/one-billion-people-risk-power-blackouts-

global-grids-stretched 

 World health leaders appeared to change plans today (Wed. 25 May 2022), after 

public backlash in recent weeks regarding a proposed amendment that would increase the 

power of WHO director. https://youtu.be/8yKmpbdN9L4 

 Everybody on Planet Earth will be using the Quantum Financial System & Quantum 

Voting System = Blockchain. 

 Baby Formula Shortage Crisis sees no end. 

 Monkeypox symptoms appear to be the same as skin reactions to Covid-19 vaccinations.  

 Stock Market Crash Imminent. 

https://youtu.be/AKvTnpYhfm4
https://www.thetabernaclechoir.org/videos/february-06-2022-4821-music-and-the-spoken-word.html
https://www.zerohedge.com/commodities/one-billion-people-risk-power-blackouts-global-grids-stretched
https://www.zerohedge.com/commodities/one-billion-people-risk-power-blackouts-global-grids-stretched
https://youtu.be/8yKmpbdN9L4


A. On the Global Currency Reset: No new Intel since my last report 

 The gold-backed Chinese Yuan has replaced the fiat US Dollar as the world’s reserve 

currency.  

 On Thurs. 11 May the Global Currency Reset was activated according to Q and Trump. 

 The King Pin of the GCR – the Iraqi Dinar – has been removed from the International 

Sanction’s List and Iraq has been told they could revalue their Dinar at any time. 

 According to Charlie Ward, on Fri. 20 May the tokens were issued and banks were 

given liquidity in the new financial system. Funds would be available to the General 

Public somewhere around the end of May to the beginning of June.  

 According to Bruce on Tues. Evening 24 May: 

1. The three remaining countries of Israel, Lebanon and Mozambique would be 

connected to the QFS by Wed. 25 May 1:00 am EST. 

2. Redemption Center Staff were expecting something to happen on Wed. 25 May. 

3. Bond Holders were expecting to be notified on Thurs. 26 May. 

4. Funds were to be liquid in Bond Holder accounts on Fri. 27 May. 

5. Tier 4B could expect notification sometime between Wed. 25 May and Wed.-Thurs. 

1, 2 June. 

 Judy Reminder: No one, and I mean Absolutely No One knows the exact time and date 

that the codes will be entered for notification of Tier 4B (us, the Internet Group) to set 

redemption/ exchange appointments. That would be decided from calculations of the 

Military Quantum Computer and based upon concerns for safety of The People. Trust the 

Plan. 

B. On the Restored Republic: On Tues. 17 May, 2022 a Constitutional Convention of 38 states 

was held in Washington DC, where US Inc was declared officially dead and the US Republic 

was Restored to principles of the original Constitution. …Fleming 

C. Future Events, Whiplash347: 

 We have all been under Project Mockingbird & Paperclip our whole lives. 

Everything is wrong. The Music Is About To Stop.  

 Jed McCaleb, Stellar, IBM Worldwire & countries themselves plus militaries are 

working on the new Quantum Financial System. 

 Each Continent will have 1 central location with Upgraded Quantum Technology for 

example USA = Arizona, South America = Brazil, Africa = Cape Town, South Africa. 

 Each Continent will have 1 main token released & it will represent each country on 

that continent. 

 This will help everyone & their countries stay stable, avoid inflation, taxes etc. 

 Protocol 19 to 20 would be the complete merging to Quantum Systems. 



 19 was the Black Swan Event: The New York Stock Exchange to be hit with a Sun's 

Corona CME (Cover Story) Think the Old Bailey in V for Vendetta [On The Clock]. It is 

the ISO20022 Regulation and Transfer of Wealth. 

D. The Real News for Wed. 25 May 2022: 

 One Billion People At Risk Of Power Blackouts As Global Grids Stretched: 

https://www.zerohedge.com/commodities/one-billion-people-risk-power-blackouts-

global-grids-stretched 

 The "WEF Police" were arresting journalists in Davos where they were signing the 

WHO Pandemic Treaty (a treaty designed for the WHO domination of the world). 

 The New World Order Prepares Their Final Attack: 

https://www.banned.video/watch?id=6288f8c2b2797b15546f4e79 

 Audit Finds IRS Employees Destroyed 30 Million Taxpayer Documents: 

https://resistthemainstream.org/audit-finds-irs-employees-destroyed-30-million-taxpayer-

documents/?utm_source=telegram 

 World health leaders appeared to change plans today (Wed. 25 May 2022), after 

public backlash in recent weeks regarding a proposed amendment that would increase the 

power of WHO director. https://youtu.be/8yKmpbdN9L4 

 Everybody on Planet Earth will be using the Quantum Financial System & Quantum 

Voting System = Blockchain. 

E. Global Food, Fuel and Goods Shortages: 

 White House Press Secretary Says There’s No Timeline for When Baby Formula 

Shortage Ends: https://www.zerohedge.com/political/white-house-press-secretary-says-

theres-no-timeline-when-baby-formula-shortage-ends 

F. Global Financial Crisis: 

 David Stockman On The Coming Stock Market 'Crash Of Biblical Proportions': 

https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/david-stockman-coming-stock-market-crash-

biblical-proportions 

 Tues. 24 May Bix Weir: ALERT! Silver & Cryptos Lovers...Brace Yourself for the 

Next 111 Days of INSANITY!! The "Planned Destruction" of the Global Financial 

System is playing out like a very predictable script. Now comes the Final Act to destroy 

EVERYTHING in order to Start Fresh. The next 111 will test you more than any other 

time in your life! Are you ready for "The Time of Your Life?!" 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=KjLGOY21obU  

 Russia calls for integrating BRICS payment systems: 

https://www.reuters.com/business/finance/russia-calls-integrating-brics-payment-

systems-2022-04-09/ 
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 Greatest Wealth Transfer according to Dan Peña: https://youtu.be/AKvTnpYhfm4 

G. Durham Report: 

 Durham lifts lid on Hillary’s joint adventure to frame Trump. Clinton Cabal exposed 

– no longer a conspiracy theory. 

 It's finally coming out (for the public) that illegal spying warrants were taken out on 

Flynn and others as well. But don't forget who edited Gen Flynn's 302 to make him look 

guilty? Lisa Page. The same Lisa Page who's attorney is related to the judge in the 

Durham trial. And James Baker, who leaked the transcript of Flynn's call with Kislyak to 

WaPo, is now the Deputy Gen Counsel @ Twitter to make sure social media isn't talking 

about it. 

 The Sussmann Trial: Fingers Pointed at FBI Leadership: 

https://www.thegatewaypundit.com/2022/05/techno-fog-sussmann-trial-fingers-pointed-

fbi-leadership/ 

H. Covid/Vax/Monkeypox Hoax: 

 Monkeypox symptoms appear to be the same as skin reactions to Covid-19 

vaccinations.  

I. White Hat Intel: 

 In the next 3 weeks expect the Actor/Clone Biden to make even weirder statements 

intentional – a shock for the sheep. What I'm told is that the Biden clone is told to make a 

scene and to cause panic for his own party and MSM must watch. The White Hats were 

controlling Biden. We are almost there, folks. 

 The well placed plan by White Hats to bring down Twitter, or take over the Deep State 

site was in the Kill Box - exposure of Twitter on a world stage and it's fake bots, lies to 

share holders and billions of advertisers lost due to fake bots and contract breach. 

 The ripple effect is hitting YouTube, Facebook and Instagram. Behind the scenes 

investors are selling their stock – a great mass confusion and fear is hitting the share 

holders. Many who own shares in Twitter, also hold shares in Facebook and other major 

social media platforms and they were in panic mode watching the Markets tumble and 

collapse at the same time Twitter was expected to go bankrupt if Musk doesn’t buy and at 

the same time Musk was red pilling hundreds and millions. 

 Musk has near a hundred million followers. His tweets are hitting major news 

networks in the U.S. and across the world media stations. People were turning into his 

Twitter page as he exposes Twitter, Durham investigation into Russian collusion, FBI 

involvement and Ghislaine Maxwell. 

https://youtu.be/AKvTnpYhfm4
https://www.thegatewaypundit.com/2022/05/techno-fog-sussmann-trial-fingers-pointed-fbi-leadership/
https://www.thegatewaypundit.com/2022/05/techno-fog-sussmann-trial-fingers-pointed-fbi-leadership/


  Word was that billionaires across the world know top tech companies (Facebook, 

Twitter, YouTube, Instagram) are falling and headed into coming investigation and 

indictments connected to foreign interference with military penalties. 

 The Deep State was desperately trying to create the next pandemic to cover up the 

last Plandemic, Ukraine money laundering, Bio-labs, Biden-Obama-Clinton connections 

to world money laundering rings connected to Bio-labs and illegal human (child sex) 

trafficking. 

 Bin Salman was deeply connected to Trump and had vast control inside Social Media 

Networks. Salman has hundreds of investors he controls across the world who bid for 

him and his subsidiary companies. Salman was creating panic through the Social Media 

Networks by pulling strings. 

J. Wars and Rumors of Wars: 

 Multiple Russian and Chinese warplanes suddenly entered South Korea's air 

defense identification zone without notice, prompting the South Korean Air Force to 

scramble it's fighters jets. 

 North Korea Fires Off Ballistic Missile After Joe Biden Departs Tokyo: 

https://www.thegatewaypundit.com/2022/05/north-korea-fires-off-ballistic-missile-joe-

biden-departs-tokyo 

K. Must Watch Videos: 

 NESARA, Charlie Ward: Charlie Ward: NESARA Something BIG Just Happened 

(Video) | Alternative | Before It's News (beforeitsnews.com) 

 Tues. 24 May Intel Update, ShariRaye: New ShariRaye: Ginormous Intel Update! 

London Bridge Is Falling Down - Hillary Did It | Prophecy | Before It's News 

(beforeitsnews.com) 

 Tues. 17 May Situation Update: Situation Update: Zhe Great Rezet! WEF Pushing 

Human Enslavement! America Lost Revolutionary War To Deep State! Dr. Malone & 

Dr. Cole Vax Dangers Cancer! White Hat Intel! Internet Shutdown! - We The People 

News | Opinion - Conservative | Before It's News (beforeitsnews.com) 

L. “Twenty Two Faces: inside the extraordinary life of Jenny Hill and her twenty two 

multiple personalities,” by Judy Byington, Foreword by Dr. Colin A. Ross, M.D. RAW: Dr. 

Colin Ross – Robert David Steele 

Jenny Hill’s witness to a Satanic Child Sacrifice Rite: Woman Sees Human Sacrifice - 

YouTube  http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=F626Lsrdwg4  

 

WARNING: Jenny gave a graphic description about how she at the tender age of five, was raped, 

tortured, forced to view a Child Sacrifice and save for Divine intervention, was almost killed 
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herself – not unlike the sordid experiences of thousands of other child victims of Satanic 

Worshippers. Perpetrators giving homage to Satan appeared to be organized from the US Inc’s 

CIA, Queen Elizabeth’s, Illuminati Banking families’ and Vatican’s Ninth Circle Child Sacrifice 

Cult on down to the Clintons, Hollywood, Pizzagate and local teenage covens. They were funded 

by this same Cabal that ran our global monetary system – the very organization that was in the 

process of being brought down by activation of the Global Currency Reset and Restored 

Republics of the world. It’s no wonder that President Trump has stated, “These people are sick.” 

M. Judy Note on the Satanic Ritual Abuse of Children in Your Neighborhood:  

Since 1990 I have been doing investigations on the Satanic Ritual Abuse of children at the 

request of brave SRA Survivor-victims, who were witnesses and victims of pedophile, torture 

and murder crimes of Satanic leaders and their covens. During this time I have found Satanists 

implanted in law offices, local police, county sheriff’s offices and all the way up to the Attorney 

General Offices in my state and others and then the carnage went on to the internationally 

organized Ninth Circle Satanic Cult that runs out of the Vatican.  

There’s certainly no help from US or other nation’s government agencies, including the FBI or 

CIA perpetrators. These legal entities successfully negate even the opening of cases of the ritual 

abuse and murder of children, let alone do valid investigations.  

To be honest and to my knowledge there was no safe place on either a local, national or 

international level that has been set up to report Satanic Crime – likely the main reason why 

local, national and international Satanic Covens so easily get away with the torture and murder of  

thousands of children on a regular basis. 

N. The following have been set up to report Crimes Against Children and incidents of 

human trafficking, although I cannot verify as to the influence of Satanists within the 

organizations:  

https://wsbt.com/news/nation-world/crime-that-hides-in-plain-sight-fbi-releases-warning-signs-

of-human-trafficking 

FBI Memphis (available 24 hours a day) (901) 747-4300  

Submit an anonymous tip tips.fbi.gov. 

National Human Trafficking Resources Center Hotline 1-(888)-373-7888. 

U.S. Immigration/ Customs Enforcement (ICE): https://www.ice.gov/webform/hsi-tip-form 

Federal Human Trafficking Website: https://www.state.gov/humantrafficking/ 

Called to Rescue 855-646-5484 http://www.calledtorescue.org/ 

https://wsbt.com/news/nation-world/crime-that-hides-in-plain-sight-fbi-releases-warning-signs-of-human-trafficking?video=e56ba52a1b9d45ad8c8a033fd83fe480&jwsource=cl
https://wsbt.com/news/nation-world/crime-that-hides-in-plain-sight-fbi-releases-warning-signs-of-human-trafficking?video=e56ba52a1b9d45ad8c8a033fd83fe480&jwsource=cl
https://www.ice.gov/webform/hsi-tip-form
https://www.state.gov/humantrafficking/
http://www.calledtorescue.org/


Tim Ballard at Operation Underground Railroad: https://ourrescue.org/   

Saving Innocence: https://savinginnocence.org 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=FT4tmI8YxCU&feature=emb_rel_end 

US: Childhelp National Child Abuse Hotline 1-800-422-4453 

USNCMEC Urgent victim help 24-Hour Hotline:  1-800-843-5678     

Contact Interpol:  https://www.interpol.int/Contacts/Contact-INTERPOL 

https://www.interpol.int/What-you-can-do/If-you-need-help 

Europol Tipline Tel.:  +31 70 302 5000 https://www.europol.europa.eu/report-a-crime 

EU Hotlines: https://ec.europa.eu/anti-trafficking/citizens-corner-national-hotlines/national-

hotlines_en 

Global: Human Trafficking Hotline Numbers: 

https://www.abolishion.org/human_trafficking_hotline_numbers 

Human Trafficking Help and Resources: https://trafficking.help/us/ 

UK: Childhelp National Child Abuse Hotline BBC Action Line 

O. The Global Currency Reset, Restored Republic and NESARA/GESARA were all about 

the Children 

It’s not about the money. It’s about the children – the thousands of malnourished and 

traumatized children who in honor of Satan, were being raped and murdered so their Elite 

Perpetrators could supposedly gain power and rule the world.  

The first official act President Trump made the morning before he was sworn into office was to 

pay a visit to CIA Headquarters and declare a war on an international Child Sex Trafficking 

Ring run by these global elites.  

Let us fast and pray for these millions of little ones who right now, were being rescued from 

Cabal underground tunnels across the globe, and tortured and killed by Satanic Covens right 

next door. Let us also pray for those Military Troops worldwide who were risking their own lives 

to save them. The ancient doctrine of Fasting and Prayer was explained here at the 10:30:32 

mark: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=4Mb9gU6DmKs 

P. Judy Note: I do not now, nor have I ever, received monies for writing my Updates and 

articles. The compensation has been in having outlets to help Save the Children by exposing 

truths about the very secretive Satanic Ritual Abuse, Pedophilia and Child Sacrifice that was 

rampant in our international society. 
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The above was a summary of information from the Internet. It would be up to the reader to do 

their own research and decide whether or not it was valid. 

I will send the Safe Link Website out when I find out what it is, plus it will be posted on several 

Dinar Websites. It is my understanding that by linking into the Safe Link Website it will generate 

a Non Disclosure Agreement to sign in order to obtain redemption/ exchange appointments. 

After signing that Non Disclosure I will be unable to email, post or talk to anyone about the 

exchange process for at least 90 days, so I will be going silent and taking that time to get my 

humanitarian project organized and going. 

This is not a goodbye. I expect to be working with many of you in the near future. I can't tell you 

how much I have enjoyed getting to know you. You will remain in my heart forever. 

A huge Thank You to those dedicated and brave Intel providers who wished to remain unknown; 

to our Angel Martha who worked 24/7 to expose what’s really going on; to humble Wildfire Lady 

who is adept at exposing the truth; to Brad who does great research; to Bonni B who exposes the 

underlying causes of what is really happening and to Ken who uncovers almost unlimited Intel 

on pedophilia to help us Save the Children. 

Let us Thank Q that the reset has finally come to be. I wish you well in your humanitarian efforts 

and look forward to seeing you on the other side where together, we will make life better for all. 

Patience is a Virtue. Having Virtue is a sign of a good moral being. Good moral beings have the 

power to overcome evil and change the world. And, we will!!! . . . Judy 
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